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Abstract 

The intelligent personal assistant soft-

ware such as the Apple’s Siri and Sam-

sung’s S-Voice has been issued these 

days. This paper introduces a novel Spo-

ken Language Understanding (SLU) 

module to predict user’s intention for de-

termining system actions of the intelli-

gent personal assistant software. The 

SLU module usually consists of several 

connected recognition tasks on a pipeline 

framework, whereas the proposed SLU 

module simultaneously recognizes four 

recognition tasks on a recognition 

framework using Conditional Random 

Fields (CRF). The four tasks include 

named entity, speech-act, target and op-

eration recognition. In the experiments, 

the new simultaneous recognition method 

achieves the higher performance of 4% 

and faster speed of about 25% than other 

method using a pipeline framework. By a 

significance test, this improvement is 

considered to be statistically significant 

as a p-value of smaller than 0.05. 

1 Introduction 

Currently, one of the most issued and promising 

software is the intelligent personal assistant 

software such as Apple’s Siri (Wikipedia, 2011) 

and Samsung’s S-Voice (Wikipedia, 2012). This 

kind of software provides users a natural lan-

guage user interface to answer questions, make 

recommendations and perform actions. One of 

the core modules to develop this software is the 

Spoken Language Understanding (SLU) module. 

The SLU module predicts the user’s intention of 

user utterance, and one of the various software 

actions is selected to provide appropriate infor-

mation to a user (Wang et al., 2005). 

The SLU model of the intelligent personal as-

sistant software has several different aspects 

from the previous other SLU modules, such as 

ones of ATIS (Automatic Terminal Information 

Service) and DARPA (Defense Advanced Re-

search Project Agency) projects, which are based 

on rule-based methods (Ward et al. 1994; Wang 

et al. 2001) and statistical methods (Wang et al. 

2006; Raymond et al. 2007). Because the SLU 

module is operated for various applications 

(Apps) of mobile devices such as weather, trans-

portation, etc., it has to be able to deal with more 

heterogeneous domains than the ATIS and 

DARPA projects and it does more detailed anal-

ysis for each domain in order to offer users accu-

rate information. In addition, since the SLU 

module in the previous dialogue systems has a 

complicated architecture that is composes of 

many sub-modules, it is difficult for them to be 

directly applied into the SLU module of intelli-

gent personal assistant software with those many 

domains for mobile devices. That is, building up 

a complicated architecture for each domain can 

make a heavy system and this kind of system is 

not proper to mobile devices. 

In this paper, we propose a new SLU module 

with a simultaneous recognition framework for 

the intelligent personal assistant software. The 

proposed SLU module consists of four compo-

nents:  named entity (NE), speech-act, target and 

operator recognition. Each component of the 

proposed SLU module has different recognition 

unit, e.g. the named entity recognition is based 

on a morpheme/phrase unit, whereas the target, 

operator and speech-act are on an utterance unit. 

To integrate these recognition units into the same 

unit, we develop a new tag addition approach 

that represents a user utterance as a tag sequence 

for an input to CRF (Lafferty et al. 2001). 



In the experiments, the proposed simultaneous 

recognition module showed the better perfor-

mance of 4% than a pipeline module. And it has 

an additional benefit that it is composed of a 

simple architecture with only one recognition 

module so it can be more efficient than other 

methods with respect to processing time, etc. As 

a result, the processing time of our system was 

reduced about 25% when compared to the pipe-

line system. 
The remainder of the paper is organized as the 

follows. Section 2 describes related work. In the 

section 3, we define four components of our SLU 

module for the intelligent personal assistant 

software. Section 4 introduces our simultaneous 

recognition framework in detail. Section 5 ex-

plains our experimental settings and results. Fi-

nally, section 6 draws conclusions. 

2 Related Work 

The approaches for developing the SLU mod-

ules are largely divided into the rule-based meth-

ods and the statistical methods. The rule-based 

modules have typically been implemented via 

hand-crafted semantic level grammar rules and 

some robust parsers (Seneff. 1992; Ward et al. 

1999). However, these semantic grammar ap-

proaches carry a high development cost and they 

can also lead to fragile operations since users do 

not typically know what grammatical construc-

tions are supported by the system. An alternative 

approach is to use some statistical methods to 

directly map from word strings to the intended 

meaning structures. Statistical methods are at-

tractive because they can be easily adapted to 

new conditions using only annotated training 

data. Statistical methods for SLU have been stud-

ied in a Hidden Vector State (HVS) Model (He 

et al., 2005) and a data-driven statistical models 

(Miller et al. 1994; Pieraccini et al. 1992; Wang 

et al. 2006). In addition, Jeong and Lee (2008) 

proposed a unified probabilistic model (triangu-

lar-chain CRF) combining the named entity and 

dialog-act of SLU. This method achieved the 

high performance for SLU. But the triangular-

chain CRF has a complicated architecture with a 

modified CRF. And this method was built only 

to combine the named entity and dialog-act, 

whereas we need to combine four components. 

In practical, the triangular-chain CRF showed 

low performance when combining four compo-

nents in the experiments. As a result, the pro-

posed SLU module achieved high performance 

in spite of its simple architecture. 

3 Components of the Proposed SLU 

Module for the Intelligent Personal 

Assistant Software 

Since the SLU module of intelligent personal 

assistant software needs to determine the actions 

of Apps of smart phone according to user needs, 

they require more elaborate user intent analysis. 

Thus we define four components of the SLU 

module. An analysis result of our SLU module is 

shown in Figure 1 as follows: 
 

 
Figure 1: Example of analysis results  

 

Named Entity (NE) recognition: NE recogni-

tion extracts keywords from user utterances, such 

as person, time, location, etc.  

Target recognition: target describes the ob-

ject of system action. In Figure 1, the target is 

“Temperature_Information.” By this recognized 

target, the software can offer users accurate in-

formation. 

Operator recognition: operator is to detect 

one of the various software actions (Lookup, Set, 

Delete, etc.). In Figure 1, the operator is identi-

fied as “Lookup”. 

Speech-act recognition: speech-act tries to 

designate a surface level speech-act. 

“Wh_Question” as speech-act in Figure 1 pro-

vides the user’s intention of surface level to dia-

logue systems. 

4 Simultaneous Recognition Frame-

work 

We assume that four components of our SLU 

module are correlated with each other. In order 

to improve the performance and speed of the 

SLU module, we propose a new framework to 

simultaneously recognize the four components. 

But these components have different recognition 

units; NE has a morpheme/phrase unit and target, 

operator and speech-act have an utterance unit. A 

new tag addition method is proposed to solve this 

problem. Using this method, we can construct a 

novel simultaneous recognition framework for 

SLU. 



4.1 New tag addition method 

Target, operator and speech-act are based on 

an utterance unit. In order to construct a simulta-

neous recognition framework, we attach pseudo 

morphemes with target, operator and speech-act 

tags in front of each user utterance. Using these 

pseudo morphemes, target, operator and speech-

act can utilize the features of NE, and NE can 

also do target, operator and speech-act infor-

mation as additional features. Figure 2 shows an 

example of the new tag addition method. 
 

 
Figure 2: Example of the new tag addition method 

 

4.2 Simultaneous recognition framework  

On the simultaneous recognition framework 

with the new tag addition method, an input utter-

ance is analyzed by a sequential labeling classifi-

er, CRF. It is possible to use all of component 

labels as additional features in this classification 

method. We think that this is a main reason why 

the proposed method improves recognition per-

formances. 

Our framework needs only NE dictionary and 

BIO annotated training corpus; BIO tags were 

used in (Ramshaw and Marcus. 1995). It is very 

simple and fast because it can output all of four 

different SLU results in one classification execu-

tion. The architecture of our framework is shown 

in Figure 3. Our SLU module is widely divided 

into a training step and a test step.  

4.3 Feature Sets 

The three feature sets are extracted for SLU: 

basis features (Lee et al. 2010), NE dictionary 

features and target/operator/speech-act features. 

All the basic and NE dictionary features are ana-

lyzed based on the morpheme unit. 
 

 Basis features  

Current lexicon/POS tag information 

Based on the position of the current lexicon, lexicon 

contextual information. window size : -2~2 

Based on the position of the current POS tag, POS tag 

contextual information. window size : -2~2 

The words of Korean language can consist of one or 

more morphemes; 

- current morpheme position information in a word 

- current morpheme POS tag/word length information 

 NE dictionary features 
Based on current morpheme, NE tag information 

matched from NE dictionary 

 Target/operator/speech-act features 

Verb information in the utterance 

Lexicon unigram information in the utterance 

Lexicon & POS tag bigram information in the utterance 

Lexicon & POS tag trigram information in the utterance 

5 Experiments 

5.1 Experimental settings 

The MADS data set (Multi-Applications Dia-

logues for Smart phones) was constructed and 

used to develop the SLU modules for the intelli-

gent personal assistant software. The MADS data 

set was annotated by 8 NEs, 28 targets, 5 opera-

tors and 6 speech-act tags. In addition, The 

MADS data set consists of 1,925 user utterance 

in 6 domains: weather, clock, alarm, schedule, 

exchange and traffic. The Mallet toolkit was 

chosen for our CRF model (McCallum. 2002). 

All experiments were evaluated by accuracy in 

the utterance level. When the proposed SLU 

module generates all the correct labels of NE, 

target, operator and speech-act of an input utter-

ance, the utterance is considered as correct. The 

performance of the SLU module is averaged on 

5-fold cross validation. In addition, we used the 

paired t-test and Wilcoxon singed rank test to 

Figure 3: Architecture for the simultaneous recognition framework 



verify statistically significant between our 

framework and compared baseline framework. 

The pipeline framework (Moreira et al., 2011) is 

used a baseline system in our experiments be-

cause it is the most common method for multi-

domains SLU module.  

5.2 Experimental results 

Each component of the SLU module is first 

evaluated by comparison of accuracies between 

the proposed and baseline frameworks. Figure 4 

illustrates the accuracies of each component. 
 

 
Figure 4: Comparison of the accuracies of each com-

ponent for SLU 
 

A pipeline framework commonly has some 

disadvantage that the errors of previous compo-

nent are propagated to the next components. It 

can cause a cascade of performance degradation.  

Figure 5 shows the accuracies of entire SLU 

modules in an utterance level. 
 

 
Figure 5: Comparison of accuracies of entire SLU 

modules on the utterance level 
 

The proposed framework achieved significant-

ly better performance than the baseline frame-

work. 

To verify statistically significant on accuracy 

difference between the proposed and baseline 

frameworks, we performed significant test using 

the t-test and Wilcoxon singed rank test (Demsar. 

2006). Table 1 shows the results of significant 

test. 

 

p-value < 0.05 (95%) 

Our framework 

vs. 

Pipeline framework 

paired t-test 0.00001 

Wilcox signed rank test 0.021 

Table 1: Results of significant tests 
 

In both of two significance tests, our framework 

was statistically significantly better than the 

pipeline framework (p<0.05). 

In the comparison of processing time, our 

framework obtained faster processing speed than 

pipeline framework with about 25% reduction. 
 

Test user utterance (388 utterances) 

Our framework 15 sec. 

Pipeline framework 19 sec. 

Table 2: Results of processing time comparison 

 

In addition, we tried to compare our module and 

the triangular-chain CRF (Jeong and Lee, 2008). 

Table 3 shows the performances when NE and 

speech-act recognition tasks are combined and 

all four recognition tasks are combined. As a re-

sult, our module outperformed the triangular-

chain CRF in both of cases. 

 

 NE+Speech-act All (four tasks) 

Our framework 90.61 83.48 
Triangular-chain CRF 87.07 16.4 

Table 3: comparison of our module and triangular-

chain CRF 

6 Conclusions 

In this paper, we have presented a novel SLU 

framework to predict user’s intention for deter-

mining system actions of the intelligent personal 

assistant software. The proposed SLU module 

with a simultaneous recognition framework 

achieved higher performance and faster pro-

cessing speed than the existing pipeline system. 

In addition, our module outperformed other 

method, the triangular-chain CRF, especially 

when four components were all analyzed. 
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